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About This Content

Patrol the streets in an armored SWAT van and respond to multiple emergency situations across Hong Kong. Kit yourself out in
a full-bodied SWAT outfit to conceal your identity and withstand twice as much damage. Plow into fugitive vehicles with the
armored SWAT van then use it for cover as you take down armed robbers, drug runners, smugglers, and even resolve hostage

situations.
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Publisher:
SQUARE ENIX, Eidos Interactive
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Service Pack 2

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or Althon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 2GB

Hard Disk Space: 15GB

Video Card: DirectX 10 or 11 compatible Nvidia or AMD ATI card, ATI Radeon 3870 or higher, Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or
higher

DirectX®: 10

Sound: DirectX compatible sound card
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Mask is Glitched after a while and swat missions are boring. Crappy missions and you only get the items during the actual
missions......

Skip it.. Thinking in playing a continous side mission shooting bandits and getting rescued hostages would be nice.
This DLC is so broken when you can't even get equipped with guns before doing a hostage mission or pursuit cars. Honestly I
suggest in not getting this DLC since is so broken there are no good points in adding this to your main campaign. Year of the
Snake is better and suitable to play.. Very buggy, no instruction available for several missions so you have to guess at
what you're expected to do. Even if this were free I wouldn't take it because the bugs make it nigh unplayable..
Sleeping Dogs: The SWAT Pack is DLC for Sleeping Dogs which gives you a new costume and a series of missions to
play. The costume includes reduced damage, which is useful in the normal game, but otherwise this DLC is a little
lacking. The missions are repetitive and not all that fun to begin with. For the price point, not really worth it.
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